
 
 

Sept. 19 Hamfest Preparations—please be there… 
 
Sept. 26   Making a proper omelette. Samples available!  G0EYX
 
Sept. 30 TELFORD HAMFEST at ENGINUITY, COALBROOKDALE. Prep. Sat pm. 
 
October 3    Usual First-in-the-Month + C.M. 
 
October 10  Telford Hamfest De-Brief and Ideas Sharing Session. 
 
October 17 Nostalgia Night. Something odd or interesting (not Grandmas/Mothers-in-Law) 
 
October 24  TDARS Project for Enginuity ‘Hands-on-Exhibition’. Brainstorming session. 
 
October 31   Club Project. Finish the Old—Bring in the New 
 
November 7  HF OTA and Open House & Committee Meeting 
 
November 14  Affil. Soc. Contests discussion 07/08. Who’s going to join in ? 
 
November 21  Surplus Equipment Sale. Family entertainment. 
 
November 28  Video Evening. Hubble Space Telescope DVD  
 
December 5  HF OTA (3657 KHz etc), Open Evening and Committee Meeting. 
 
December 12  Mince Pies and Mulled Wine.  Repeat of popular event last year. 
 
December 19  Christmas Dinner—Allscott Inn. Price same as previous two years held! 
 
December 26  On-The-Air 144.600 MHz +/- 25KHz. 8pm onwards monitoring. 
 
January 2  2008  Why not start the year at the Club QTH ? + C.M.  etc. 

www.TDARS.org         Programme  www.telfordhamfest.co.uk 
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 As you can imagine, the letter Jim received at the start of Septem-
ber came as quite a bombshell. I was sunning myself in Corsica when I 
chanced to turn on my mobile phone and find a voice-mail message 
saying to ring him on a “very, very urgent matter”. So the news broke - 
amongst the Committee initially, but very quickly with many of the   
members too.  
The letter from Great Dawley Parish Council (to whom we pay the rent), 
said the centre was going to close for financial reasons, and that we 
had 6 months notice of closure (29 Feb 2008), by which time we would 
have to have removed all our equipment (and antennas) and be gone. 
The premises would revert to the landowners—Telford & Wrekin Coun-
cil. It seems that the final nail was the CAB (Citizens Advice Bureau) de-
cision, who have hired several rooms every day in recent years, to 
move to new premises in Ketley. They had paid £3000 a year, plus half 
of all gas/elec bills to the PC for their tenure, so it obviously left a big 
hole in the Parish finances. On top of this, maintenance has been rather 
minimal, and the Councillors believe about £26000 needs to be spent 
on the premises to bring them up to par.    
I feel it’s rather ironical that the P.C. is now led by a Chairman (Paul 
Wolfe) who is a TAWPA candidate (TAWPA—Telford & Wrekin Peoples’ 
Association—which purports to represent local opinion), and one of the 
Council’s first major decisions is to close a Community facility like Bank 
Road Community Centre. That’s politics for you…... 
But, there it is.  
As I write this, the future is uncertain. Undoubtedly the Phoenix of 
TDARS will arise from the ashes of Bank Road, and of course it’s al-
ways possible for any group of Councillors to change their mind. Appar-
ently a meeting of ALL the affected groups is due to be arranged shortly, 
together with the P.C. and Telford & Wrekin Council. We’ll be there! 
Meanwhile, things carry on, and we need all Members’ focus and sup-
port in the run up to our Hamfest at the end of September, down at En-
ginuity. 
            MIV 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 
THANKS to M1RKH G3JKX G8VZT G1MHU and G4EIX for Newsletter contributions. 
 
REMINDER: Paid up Members are welcome to borrow items of Club Equipment, 
so long as they’re  returned the following week and the usual “signing out” proc-
ess is followed strictly.  That’s a privilege of TDARS Membership. If you can’t re-
turn it on  time, please find someone else who can, or  don’t  borrow it that week! 

Editorial 



 
 
 
Telford HamFest is just around the corner—September 30th.  TDARS Committee 
(which makes up the HamFest organising Committee) has 
asked for Members to try and persuade other family mem-
bers, as well as friends, to give an hour or two on that 
Sunday to assist in some way or other. The help we    
particularly need includes….   
Taking admission money at the door (£2.50 this year),  
tea/coffee stand for exhibitors up to 10:15 am,  helping in 
the Aga car-parking site (just down the road from Enginu-
ity), helping in the other car-parking areas, helping traders 
to unload and load their merchandise before/after the 
event. 
 
The TDARS Expedition to the Isle of Arran was successful, and enjoyed by those 
who travelled north: M0FHM (+ Norma), M1RKH, G4NKC (+ Kim, Will and Lucy), 
G3UKV (+ Tim M3UKV), M0ECM, M0EMM. Microwave propagation was flat, and 
not all the SOTA mountain tops climbed, but touring the island and scaling Mount 
Highvein were all highlights of the event. In return, Richard provided the native     
insect life a rich harvest with his bare legs and arms. 
 
Also enjoyed by many members was the 
visit to the SpaceGuard Centre near 
Knighton. Our guide for the evening really 
knew his stuff about asteroids threatening 
earth, and put it  all over clearly and with 
humour. The site itself was excellent, so 
much so that two of us (G8VZT & G3UKV) 
returned a few weeks later to evaluate its 
portable microwave possibilities. Not quite 
as good as the Brown Clee, but promising. 
Two other artefacts on site also shown   
below—a little strange, perhaps. 

About a dozen stones in a circle, one having the inscription “Diana’s stone circle 
built in the year 1997”. The shiny steel sphere was at the centre of the circle. 

QTC? News & Information 

Spaceguard Centre 



 
The revived 2 metre TDARS DF Hunt organised by Dave G4EIX  in August was 
quite successful, with 5 teams out and about the Dawley Bank locality. The local pit 
mound managed to give false reflections to everyone, but Martyn ‘UKV managed to 
be the first to eventually locate Dave, and two others were also successful. Perhaps 
there will be further hunts next summer. 
 
GB4TT Special Event Callsign was aired by Club Members, led by Simon G0UFE 
on two occasions. The first was Museums On the Air  (June ) at Enginuity site, and 
the second was early in August from Montford Bridge near Shrewsbury, to celebrate 
the 250th anniversary of Thomas Telford who was the first County Surveyor for 
Shropshire and was born in 1757. A sister station GB250TT was contacted at 
Menai, and also at the Gota Canal in Sweden—both famous Telford monuments. 
Thanks to all those who helped. How about a report and photo next time, please?  
Apparently  September 21st  2008 is the fortieth anniversary of Telford New Town— 
so a good opportunity there for publicity and a Special Event station…. 
 
The Portable Antenna Support Competition held in the Town Park caught the at-
tention of quite a few members of the public. We were clearly mad—throwing tennis 
balls into plastic boxes and trees for no apparent purpose. Launch vehicles included 
an arrow (from a bow), dog ball-throwers (plastic cup thingy) and a lethal looking 
catapult thong. A kite launched by Derek G0EYX looked like the safest option!  The 
Armstrong method was also employed. Two members came away as proud owners 
of  a dog ball-throwing contraption donated by Simon. (Ron M0EAK & G3UKV).  

 
Aerials & Things was a mini-talks topic at the club recently.  The CobWebb design 
(by G3TPW near York) was illustrated, followed by a delta kite support vehicle 
(G0EYX). Then Mick G0VXJ invited us to stop the next BT engineer’s van and ask 
for  some ‘curly whirlies’ (wire strain-taking metal widgets). He then showed us how 
he used them for trap dipoles etc. Mike G3JKX reminded us of the magnetic loop 
and how useful it can be (which he sometimes used on HF from Brunei). Dave 
G4EIX brought a hand sized bunch of wire and bits to demonstrate how easy it is to 
put up a temporary inverted vee in a garden or field. Finally Martyn G3UKV  chalked 
up the dimensions for the ZS5BKW multiband dipole and brought along samples of 
feeders—anything from  a single wire to waveguide 16. 
 
Telford HamFest. This time, the help for putting up tables and helping Waters & 
Stanton and a couple of other exhibitors is required on Saturday (Sept. 29) evening 
6-8pm only. It may just happen that  we can put up tables on Friday afternoon—but 
this won’t be known until a few days before the event. . Watch the TDARS Reflector 
for updates. 
 

Have you paid Jim your TDARS dues for 2007-08 yet ? 
 

+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+ 
CLUB MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT Bank Road  Community Centre,  

Bank Road,  Dawley Bank.  Rooms available from 7:30 pm.  
ALL WELCOME. COME AND MEET EVERYONE ! 

For Foundation & Intermediate training, contact Mike G3JKX tel: 01952 
299677, mjstreetg3jkx@blueyonder.co.uk. Advanced course contact Eric 
M0KZB tel: 01743 240286,  e.arkinstall@virgin.net, or Mike G3JKX, as 
above. 



 
 

Getting the M3s on the air. 
 

A talking point or two this time.  Why is it that ‘on the air’ activity of radio amateurs is now so low? Why 
is it many Foundation licensees, having paid out £20 and passed the course and examination, are never 
heard of again? Is it due to lack of advice on what equipment to buy and how to use it? Is it just the ex-
pense? Is it that they are saving up to get a ‘decent’ rig and/or intending to do the Intermediate course and 
pass the examination before becoming active on the air? Whatever the reasons, WE have to DO some-
thing about it! 
 
The TDARS competition to get more members on the air was a good idea but it did not fire the imagina-
tion of most of the membership. We must ask the question, why? Too much World Cup football or Wim-
bledon tennis to watch? Too busy doing other things? (which certainly applied to me) When I did manage 
to get on the air I found 10 watts SSB to be very difficult and I have only been licensed for 50 odd years! 
With few sun-spots, low power SSB on any HF band is bound to be very hard going. Unless you hap-
pened to be around for a phone contest or two or have a brilliant antenna, (which I wasn’t and haven’t), 
the chances of putting in a good competition entry were slim. So the conditions are not helping activity 
one bit! When conditions do improve we should try this competition again. Maybe M3s without equip-
ment could use the TDARS station to compete? Or borrow one of the rigs in the cupboard. 
 
 Some radio clubs run their own field day events, with several stations in use at one time. Tents, genera-
tors and equipment are available amongst our members to run something on these lines. It must be very 
local and last only 3 hours or so. One or two old hand can help, say, 3 less experienced with the planning 
and then, on the day, the erection of tents, kit, antennas and tuning up (now there’s an idea for a competi-
tion) Then, only the new guys operate (with advice) at their own pace, gaining experience and confidence 
to run their own stations at home or in the field /P. 
 
The Americans have long used ‘Elmers’ to bring along new hams and help them over the difficult early 
stages. We need more people to take on these Elmer roles, maybe on a more formal basis, visiting  homes 
and advising on antennas, shack layouts, equipment, operating, etc. Being a member of the club must be 
good too. TDARS members can really help here by being super friendly and helpful when new faces ap-
pear at meetings. Just remember what it was like when you first started.  What else could you do? Loan 
out and set up a bit of your own gear. Help fix up an antenna and assist with negotiating that fearsome 
instruction book and in operating the whole thing. Have you noticed how the instruction books get bigger 
as the equipment gets ever smaller? Even experienced amateurs have difficulty in understanding all the 
functions of a modern rig. It took me a year to really get to grips with my FT857. My K2 will take even 
longer. Imagine being new to this game, buying a dual-band hand-held or a multi-band HF/VHF rig and 
being confronted with that  mass of buttons and switches that you’re unsure what they’re for and a menu 
system that defies logic sometimes. 
 
As lead instructor for Foundation and Intermediate courses, I would like to ask previous students of mine 
to let me know if they have any ideas that could make the course better in order to retain students enthusi-
asm after they have got their M3 licence. Getting them a good Elmer each would be a start.  Could you be 
one? 
 
The 3 tier amateur radio exam system has gone a long way in making things easier. The Intermediate 
course in particular, does a good job in providing that extra theoretical and practical expertise needed to 
really get started. However, if Intermediate students were not on the air much during their 
‘apprenticeship’ as M3s, they have missed an important stage in their development as radio amateurs, 
which even the best training course or good examination pass can make up for. Surely, we should all do 
our level best to help them in any way we can. Getting these guys up and running on the air is vital after 
they have qualified. 
 
Could you help? Please let me know. Mike G3JKX 01952 299677 mjstreetg3jkx@blueyonder.co.uk 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 

Mike’s Piece No.1 



 “I listened, motionless and still; And, as I mounted up the hill, The music in my heart I bore, 
Long after it was heard no more” – Worsdworth. 
 
 
 
What have whiskey, jumpers and beer got in common? Well on the Isle of Arran, you can buy a 
jumper, get some whiskey from the Distillery and pop by the brewery on your way back home.  
 
The Isle of Arran, it was decided, would be the host of our DX-pedition. TDARS made the journey 
on the 19th, returning on the 23rd. I decided I would go up earlier and take a bit more time in 
the Mountains. Arrans best known peak is Goat Fell, it has a well defined track that will take you 
to the summit from the Port at Broddick. It is a long one though, and takes you from sea level to 
its highest point at 874m. It is one of several peaks in the NW part of the island that can reached 
in various orders. This range forms the set of the highest peaks on the island. We were staying 
on a site on the far South of the island (you can drive around the island in a couple of hours, it’s 
about 60 miles). It was a packed site, well packed, in as much as they left far too little space be-
tween people. This was obviously the reason they lost there Caravan club rating. Health and 
Safety would have made good overtime on this site. The site was next to a hotel which served 
some simple meals, saving cooking evening meals, for all except Martyn who lived off cucumber 
and jam sandwiches and curried Dog food so I have been led to believe.  
 
My primary objectives were to do some SOTA summits, there are 10 on the island, 6 of which 
have not been activated. Chris and Dave were to do some portable radio, Martyn and Mike the 
same, but then using the Sunday for some microwave work. On the Saturday Chris, Dave, Mar-
tyn, Tim and I were to attempt to get to the summit of Teighvein, a previously unactivated peak 
in the Southern part of the island.  
 
Before doing this I decided I would do some walking on my own on some of the other peaks. Last 
year I did some walking in Wales and Cumbria, so I was well set up with the right equipment for 
some time in the Mountains. Also this year I had started doing some SOTA activations, mostly 
with Jim, so I had been getting used to portable operation, what to carry, operating etc.  
 

July 19th: Caisteal Abhail (7.56km, elev 557m) 
I arrived at the car park, still suffering with my cold I had acquired at the start of the week. I was 
hoping this would burn it off, so I packed plenty of water, expecting a sweaty ascent. This sum-
mit sits to the NE of Goat Fell and can be accessed from it by a series of ridge walks. I decided 
that I would access it from the North, starting out on North Glen Sannox, following the stream 
uphill from the road car park. This is a great start to the walk, the stream quickly dips down into 
a high sided ravine, where there are waterfalls and pools, of crystal clear water. As you get 
higher the stream is getting narrower, it forks, and at this point I made a crossing of them, head-
ing east towards the start of the upland section and to find the path taking me along the back of 
the ridge, past Carn Mŏr. The section moving away from the glen has no path, you have to make 
your own way, this is typical of much of the terrain up there which is largely untouched. It was a 
real trudge over boggy heather, with constant run off down the hill into small streamlets. As you 
get higher, the ground becomes slightly more rockier and firm under foot and now you have to 
head around the back of the ridge in front of you to find the track to the summit. As I was mak-
ing my way over this higher ground I was conscious of the clouds now blowing in across from the 
North. The other side of North Glen Sannox was becoming less visible, I made my way up to 
some well defined outcrops I could identify on the map, hoping to be there as the cloud came 
down. I rested at Creag >>>>>>> 



Dhubh, behind a rock, watching the clouds close in. I was just over 500m above sea level, and in 
the clouds, with another 300m of ascent to go on a path I had not yet found the start of. At this 
point I decided to withdraw and head back down hill. There’s no point risking anything, particu-
larly when you are walking solo. I took a compass bearing, visibility was below 10m, and headed 
East, hoping to hit a small stream, which I could follow on down to the glen. I could hear the 
stream well before I got to it. I used this to retrace my steps back down onto the familiar path. 
At the bottom, disappointed at not getting close to the summit, the time was about 12:30. Since 
this was the road going across the top of the island I decided to follow it around to the distillery, 
where I took a tour. The Distillery is only 12 years old, so has only just started selling its 10 year 
old single malts. The first 10 years for someone starting to make whiskey must be particularly 
tough as you don’t really have a proper product to sell. It gets its water from the hills and pro-
duces whiskey that is not peated (where the barley is roasted on peat to impart a smokey fla-
vour). It produces a number of whiskeys aged in port/sherry/bourbon barrels and has just done 
a special brew to mark the retirement of its head distiller. Time to head back down the West side 
to meet up with the rest of the gang who would be arriving by now.  
 

 

July 20th: Meall nan Damh (14.9km, elev 438m) 
I drove up the West coast road to the car park at Fairhaven and parked where Glen Catacol en-
ters the Sea. The walk starts by following the path at the side of the glen as it gently slopes up-
hill, at the cairn, keep right and continue to follow it up. In the distance you can see it rising and 

forming some waterfalls in the distance. It is certainly sobering to 
think that you are now the only person in this part of the country. 
The glen fords over some streams coming down the valley sides in 
picturesque waterfalls. I followed the stream for about 5km, hoping 
to go around the South side of the summit where it would be easier 
to ascend. The point where I forded the glen was at 300m ASL and 
had a really steep ascent to the top of the ridge, it was real hands 
and feet crawling up for about 110m but lead to a path that con-
toured around the ridge. Once again, the clouds were descending, 
but this time from the East over the ridge on the other side of the 
valley. I was hoping that 
since this summit was a bit 
lower I would not be in the 
clouds again. Unfortunately 

I was wrong, the clouds were rolling in and obscuring 
the summit at 570m. the clouds were down to about 
400m, and I had no   >>>>> 



real points from which to take a bearing around me so I kept on 
following the path to a cairn, in the plateau I spotted some wa-
ter in a pool and assumed it was Lochan a Mhill at the base of 
the summit so decided to ascend. At a cairn I had found a shel-
tered spot and had my 2m beam up and pointing south. With 
momentary mobile phone connections I spotted myself and 
txt’d bob and base camp to let them know. unfortunately I was 
ascending to Meall Bhig (438m). I only realized this when in a 
gap in the clouds I could see the Loch and realized my mistake. 
I couldn’t contact anyone except for someone mobile on 2m fm 
on the mainland. My plan on this trip was to operate 2m SSB 

and FM, which based on my successes in SOTA in the UK I thought would be good enough. It 
turns out Scotland is not really that active on 2m and HF would have been better. This was a long 
trip, but more enjoyable than the previous day, I decided to descend down to Coire Fhionn Lo-
chan and follow the path down to the road. This was a pleasant route down, well marked and 
gave great views down to the coast. On the way up I passed an old lady, close to 80 who was 
asking how far the loch was. I told it was a good few miles. “Ay” she said, “I haven’t got proper 
shoes on so I wont go all the way then”. I made it down to the road and had a long slog on tar-
mac back to the car.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
July 21st: Tighvein (6.44km, elev 458m) 
The third day out was to be a group affair, Chris and Dave, together with Martyn and Tim joined 
me. We picked this peak in the Southern part of the island at 458m as our goal. In all it would 
take us close to 3 hours to get to the peak. Parking at the side of the road next to some fenced 
off forest we had to cut through this make some height and get on to the plateau. This was par-
ticularly dense forest, with no direct paths so we followed a stream up on to the top. We were 
under attack – from the midges. Time was of the essence to get into the open and with some 
wind get rid of the blighters. I am not like many people, everyone gets bitten, it can’t be helped, 
I however react badly to the midge venom as many people will have seen on my arms and legs 
subsequently. Once again, there were no marked paths so it was a yomp across the moor. We 
headed across the plateau heading too far right, realizing this we  >>>>>> 



 
headed straight East to the summit on which we could see the trig point and Cairn. We were      
prepared this time with more equipment between us. I was quickly up on 2m with my simple set up 
and contacted Don at 12:24 on fm with a booming signal. This marked the start of the activation of 
Tighvein! Chris and Dave were setting up a 6 ele quad for 2m and martyn was erecting a pole to 
hang his 40m inverted V from. By the time I hade the contact with Don and had tried a few CQ’s 
Martyn was up so I went over to borrow his mic. I took over in the middle of a contact he was in 
with Graham G4NVH in Staffordshire, who was in his own sked, which we hijacked (with his permis-
sion). There followed a pile up of over 30 contacts, who had seen our spot on the SOTA site. Obvi-
ously this peak was being sought after and HF was giving a good skip into the southern part of the 
UK. We made contact with many club members including Dave G8VZT, Bob M0RJS, Jim G8UGL, 
Dave G0CER and Don again on HF. Martyn then continued with some Morse under the club callsign 
and Chris and Dave persevered to try and make some contacts locally and with club members. We 
stayed at the summit for a good couple of hours making the most of our time. The clouds were 
higher today, the Cumulus clouds sitting in a patchy blue sky. It wasn’t too windy and we had food 
and water to keep us going. This peak made my trip, we had all got to the summit despite the    
effort, and had activated this peak for the first time. We genuinely enjoyed our operating at the top, 
it was interesting to see how everyone was set up to operate portable. To descend we had to make 
our way across the plateu to Urie Loch and head down the track through the woods. On the way 
down Chris pointed out the Hen Harrier flying into the tree line. At the bottom we decided to call 
Don and ask him to pick us up to take us back to the cars parked further up the road. >>>>> 
 
 

 
 



 
Never ones to pass up a photo opportunity….. 

July 22nd: Operating Day 
On Sunday we headed off to a location about 3km outside of Kildonnan to a trig point at 160m with an 
uninterrupted view down to the sea. Martyn and Mike were out to do some microwave contacts through 
the bad English weather at the time. The rest of us up there were on lookers and did our own things. 
Chris and Dave had the long wire out. I decided to fiddle with my radio to see why it had been misbe-
having recently. This resulted in me stripping out my front seats on the hill top with Chris helping me 
plumb back in my radios. Faulty leads and loosed connectors were the cause. The radio up to now has 
been ok, I had my first M to F contact this weekend to validate it 

 
July 23rd – Returning Home 
We packed up, I managed to fit in the microwave gear into my caravan and we made our way down the 
ferry, where everyone deserted me on the quay to make there way on. Unfortunately this ferry was too 
small for me and my caravan so I was on my own. We all made it off eventually and even managed to 
talk on 2m between us on the way down through some torrential weather, contrast this to the 5 days of 
perfect weather up there with plenty of sunshine. All in all we all got what we cam for, a chance to get 
out really portable and do some radio. A good time was had and we learnt a lot.  



 
That’s it once again. Vy 73  Mike J Street G3JKX  mjstreetg3jkx@blueyonder.co.uk 01952 
299677 

 

By Dave G4EIX 

 
 
The antenna elements are made of 1 inch wide steel tape measure. 
The best matching network turned out to be a “hairpin match”. This is simply 
a 5 inch length of wire that is attached across the feed points of the driven 
element. The antenna has some capacitive reactance without the matching 
network. The 5 inch length of wire is just enough inductance to cancel the ca-
pacitive reactance. This resulted in a better match than anything else I had 
tried. 
 
The wire I used for the hairpin match was enamel insulated 18 gauge solid. 
Other hams who have duplicated this beam have used just about anything 
they had on hand. 14 gauge house wire works well, so does a length of 22 
gauge hook-up wire. It does not seem to matter if it is stranded or solid, use 
whatever you have available. This results in a very good match across the 
two metre band once you have adjusted the distance between the halves of 
the driven element for minimum SWR (1 inch apart on my prototype). 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 
Useful Locator (QRA) website to find a locator (and co-ordinates)     

anywhere. Uses Google maps. Thanks Robin M1MHU:
http://f6fvy.free.fr/qthLocator/fullScreen.php  and  http://f6fvy.free.fr/qthLocator/ 

   



 
 

Thoughts on AGC and about Signal Reciprocity 
 

Went on the net as usual Monday at 9 a.m, 3.657MHz and there’s Bob, MØRJS, as 
usual 5 and 9. Who is he talking to? Don, MMØFHM/M up near Loch Lomond. I could 
tell Don was there but the signal from the vertical on his vehicle was not producing a 
very good signal here in Telford. Maybe R2, S2, at best. The band was very noisy as 
usual. However, I remember that I have an RF gain control! For those of you who are 
new to this game, an RF gain control adjusts the amplification at the front (aerial) end of 
the Rx and, if you turn the RF gain down there’s obviously going to be less noise for the 
rest of the Rx to manage. Yes, Don was now going to be weaker still, but the brain 
copes better with a weak signal in a little noise much better than a stronger signal in a 
lot of noise. Don’t believe me? Well, Turn your AGC off and suck it and see. The other 
trick is to have another aerial to switch to. I have a vertical for 80m and it is quite surpris-
ing the difference polarisation makes, especially on Tx.. I can work VK on 80m on the 
vertical and cannot hear them on the horizontal aerial. Strangely, to work Scotland I usu-
ally have to transmit on the horizontal and listen on the vertical sometimes, (but not al-
ways) 
 
We have always been told that a radio signal path is reciprocal. If you can hear them 
you can work them. You also remember the song, ‘It ain’t necessarily so’ Well this is 
also true of radio signals. Out in V8 land, Brunei in Borneo, I used to go on top band and 
call CQ during the grey-line and usually got no reply. Half an hour later I would go on 20 
metres to be told by the W6 guys, ‘we could hear you and called, but got no reply’. Well I 
just could not hear them at all on 160m! We made skeds and still no joy. They could me 
and I just could not hear them. Then, a stroke of luck, I went on half an hour earlier than 
usual and heard W6 stations calling CQ on top band. Could I get them to hear me? No 
way; not a contact to be had. But, just as they were fading out, I did manage a QSO or 
two on CW and then it was condition normal again. So reciprocal it is, USUALLY, but 
not always! As to why this phenomenon exists I never did find out. Any ideas anyone ? 
 
             Mike, G3JKX. 

 
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 
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